Introduction
As soon as ground based observers discovered the Io torus [Brown, 1974; Mekler et al., 1974; Trafton, 1975;  Kupo et al., 1976] models governing plasma transport were produced. The first models [Siscoe and Chen, 1977; Siscoe, 1978] assumed steady state conditions and transport via atmospherically driven diffusion [Brice and McDonough, 1973; Coroniti, 1974] and predicted density maxima well inside Io's orbit. Voyager 1 passed through the torus in 1979, revealing that the actual density profile peaks near Io and drops off very rapidly inside of Io and more gradually outside of Io [Bridge et al., 1979; Bagenal and Sullivan, 1981] . Time dependent models were proposed to explain these features [Richardson et al., 1980 ], but were discarded as Voyager and ground based spectroscopy indicated that the general structure of the toms is long-lived [Trauger, 1984] . Attempts to model the large gradients in both temperature and density inside of Io using diffusion models have encountered problems [Richardson and Siscoe, 1983] , although charge exchange processes involving SO2 may resolve these difficulties [Moreno and Barbosa, 1986] . Transport outward from Io is much faster than transport inward, which is attributed to the onset of centrifugally driven transport processes outside of Io [Richardson et al., 1980; Siscoe and Summers, 1981] . The theory of centrifugally driven interchange diffusion has been developed by Siscoe [1985, 1986] ; their theory predicts that the unstable interchange mode consists of alternating spiral channels of inward and outward flow, driven by the sharp density gradient at Io associated with the plasma ribb.on observed by Trauger [1984] . The size of these channels and the density and temperature variations expected as the Voyager spacecraft passes from inward to The spectra plotted cover the full 10 -5950 e V energy range, with 192 s separating adjacent spectra. Each 'spectrum contains the first 72 channels from 1 measurement cycle and the last 56 from the previous cycle. This splicing together of spectra in a region where densities are rapidly increasing results in discontinuities in some spectra. There are bumps and wiggles in many of the spectra, but the spectra overall are fairly smooth, especially at high energies. Three spectra have been pulled out to the side so that variations can be quantified. The upper spectrum from L = 7.3 exhibits variations from channel to channel of less than 10%. Thus 10% is an upper limit on the variability within the spectrum due to temporal density changes (time aliasing). The middle spectrum at L = 7.9 has several peaks at low energies but only small variations at higher energies. Both transport models considered here predict outward moving flux tubes which axe more dense than those moving inwards, but neither the density difference nor the size of the flux tubes has been determined. These transport mechanisms thus predict that periodically the spacecraft should move through more dense and less dense regions. We attempt to place limits on the size of the density variations allowed by the PLS observations. Clearly the width of these flux tubes must be at least a few gyroradii, corresponding to about 4 of our voltage windows. Variations in the measured spectra on time scales less than this must result from other causes. As discussed above, there is no systematic variation in density over these time scales. If the flux tubes are larger, one would expect to see changes between spectra, and occasional changes within spectra. A flux tube size of 0.1 Jovian radii implies a boundary crossing from inward to outward flow every 6 minutes, or every four spectra; larger flux tube sizes would imply proportionally larger times. [1981] for details) which assumes rigid corotation. Thus the absolute values for the density may be off by 20 -30%, but the relative density change from spectrum to spectrum should be accurate. The density rises from 10 cm -3 at L = 11 up to 2,000 cm -3 at L = 6. The percentage change is always less than 21%; the average change per spectrum is +2.2%, with a standard deviation of 5.5%. It is clear that if inward and outward moving flow channels are being encountered, the density variation between these channels is less than about 10%, unless these channels are very large, on the order of a few Jovian radii, so that few boundaries are sampled. This limit is incompatible with both the Pontius et al. [1986] and Summers and Siscoe [1985] transport models.
The plasma data from the Voyager plasma experiment can be used to set limits on transport models in the Jovian magnetosphere. We have found that models which require density fluctuations of more than about 10% over distance 
